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Senior Full-Stack Developer
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Hello!

I have been working as full-stack developer for nearly ten years. My work involved building
interactive charts, implementing shared UI libraries, improving User Experience, bringing
mockups to life, optimizing load times, debugging uncommon problems, and more.

I have worked remotely in international teams, mentored new hires, and onboarded people onto
projects.

✨ I am proficient in:

HTML CSS JavaScript Sass Vue Elm

Go Python Git

I also have professional experience in:

TypeScript React Angular Docker Nginx

Gleam Bash PostgreSQL Django Linux

Past Roles

A stealth startup in data visibility market – Menlo Park, CA, USA

Full-Stack / Frontend Developer Elm Go
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Created a UI library, a web app and a landing page from a set of mockups.

Created a backend with Auth0, Stripe and HubSpot integrations.

RSTOR, acquired by PacketFabric – Saratoga, CA, USA

Full-Stack Developer Vue Angular Elm Go
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Created a SaaS backend for onboarding customers onto our platform, with Stripe and
Twilio integration, and a dedicated UI that seamlessly integrated with two separate web
apps.

Contributed to object storage system storing billions of objects, and its frontend.

PvP Center – Warsaw, Poland
Full-Stack Developer Django Vue React
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Contributed to an E-Sports community portal featuring matchmaking, tournaments,

quests, and an inventory system.

Skylable – Toruń, Poland
Full-Stack Developer, Python Developer Django Python React
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Created a multi-tenant management panel for the SX object store.

Created a central service for a SaaS “lift-and-ship” system for migrating local virtual
machines into the Cloud.

dcs.pl – Warsaw, Poland
Frontend / Full-Stack Developer Django jQuery React
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Frontend and Backend work on a CRM web app.

Hobbies

I am interested in music theory and audio production. I play bass guitar and try a bit of
composing and home recording.
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